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Reboot Ideas Presents: The Lost Art of Connecting with Susan McPherson
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Journalist and founder of Dot Dot Dot, Laurie Segall, interviews Susan McPherson about her book and what it means to connect in the
time of COVID.

Even before the pandemic gripped the world, we had become a nation engulfed in loneliness. People have hundreds of “friends” on Facebook, and
countless “connections” on LinkedIn, yet real connection remains rare and elusive. At a time when we are more physically distant than ever before—how
can we reverse the growing trends of disconnection to forge meaningful connections in business and in life? In THE LOST ART OF CONNECTING: The
Gather, Ask, Do Method for Building Meaningful Business Relationships (McGraw-Hill; March 23, 2021), serial connector and communications expert
Susan McPherson argues that we need to foster value-based connections by going back to basics. Technology she says, is a tool, not a means to an
end. To forge lasting relationships, we need to learn to be more intentional and authentic, and reconnect with people as human beings—especially right
now.
Journalist and founder of Dot Dot Dot, Laurie Segall, interviews Susan McPherson about her book and what it means to connect in the time of COVID.
This interview was originally aired as a part of DAWN, Reboot’s all-night culture and arts festival celebrating the Jewish calendar’s best-kept secret –
Shavuot. DAWN offered 36 hours of music, film, comedy, dance, food and teaching across multiple channels. Find out more at www.Rebooting.com.
Reboot produced this year’s “choose-your-own” experiential adventure in partnership with the Jewish Emergent Network and LABA’s Into the Night
Tikkun Layle Shavuot.
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Laurie Segall
Founder of Dot Dot Dot

Laurie Segall is the founder of Dot Dot Dot, a media company exploring technology through the human lens. Segall is an award-winning
journalist who has interviewed the world’s most influential tech leaders including Mark Zuckerberg and Tim Cook. She hosts First
Contact, a weekly podcast series that explores the people and technology that are changing what it means to be human. Segall is also a
correspondent for the new 60 Minutes program “60 in 6” on Quibi. Previously, she was CNN’s senior tech correspondent, covering
technology and culture for a decade.
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Event Recap
Jewish Life Technology in a Time of COVID-19 (and Beyond)
RebootRebooting
Ideas Presents:
Hear from acclaimed tech correspondent Laurie Segall and internet visionary Aza Raskin, as they unpack the present paradox of our unprecedented technological
enslavement and forecast its implications on the future.
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Reboot Ideas Presents Anti-Semantics: Sifting Through Whiteness and Jewish Identities
A fascinating discussion with authors Adam Mansbach and Kevin Coval on the challenging intersection between white and Jewish identities and the importance of
navigating our own biases, assumptions and expectations.
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Reboot Ideas: The Future Perceived, The Future Manifested
Laurie Segall (60 Minutes) and Aza Raskin (The Social Dilemma) discuss the ever-changing landscape of technology and social media, and the ways in which they affect our
perceptions of the future, and thus the future itself.
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